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								   			  OHSU Knight Cancer Institute splits leadership role in two: (1) CEO and (2) center director
Seven NCI-designated centers believe the top job is too big for one person

		   
		
	

		





									[image: ]			NCI maintains paylines for early-stage investigators, cuts funding for other R01s and noncompeting grants in FY24
			
		
				[image: ]			White HouseWhite House misses deadline to finalize FDA rule banning menthol cigarettes, prompting lawsuit from health groups
			
		
				[image: ]			ClinicalTrials & TribulationsA new standard in cancer care: Integrated screening, stepped collaborative care for common and distressing symptoms
			
		
				[image: ]			FreeIn the ArchivesACS celebrates Black leaders whose contributions shaped health equity in cancer
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							Pfizer’s Albert Bourla to receive the AACR Outstanding Achievement Award for Service to Cancer Science and Medicine			
		
							AACR recognizes 2023-2024 research grantees			
		
							NCI renews UChicago’s CCC designation			
		
							Christopher Hourigan named professor and director of Cancer Research Center at Virginia Tech			
		
							Antonio Wolff named co-lead of NCI Breast Cancer Steering Committee			
		
							Anna Berkenblit named chief scientific and medical officer of PanCAN			
		








		
Drugs & Targets
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							FDA approves Abecma for earlier lines of treatment for MM			
		
							Ipsen and Sutro Biopharma form global licensing deal for an ADC targeting solid tumors			
		
							Scripius and Avera collaborate to reduce prescription costs			
		
							FDA approves Elahere for FRα positive, platinum-resistant epithelial ovarian, fallopian tube, or primary peritoneal cancer			
		
							FDA grants orphan drug designation to Heidelberg Pharma agent for  MM			
		
							FDA grants accelerated approval to Iclusig + chemotherapy for newly diagnosed Ph+ ALL			
		








		
In The Clinic
																		Multi-target FIT aims to offer inexpensive, high-sensitivity alternative to FIT in colorectal cancer screening
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				Trials & Tribulations							Cancer AI systems: We need oncologists to help us build trusted models
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											First-ever commercial TIL therapy: How NCI, Iovance, and Moffitt achieved FDA approval
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				Trials & Tribulations							Florez Laboratory at Dana-Farber launches International Pregnancy and Lung Cancer Registry
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											FDA, Friends identify next steps for dose optimization, pragmatic trials, academic-led studies for drug approvals
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NEWS ALERTS
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                                                                                        NCCN Oncology Policy Summit: Sexual and Reproductive Health and its Impact on the Cancer Care Experience
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                                                                                        Science of Community Outreach and Engagement (SoCOE) Conference 2024
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Conversations with The Cancer Letter
											Rathmell: A tough budget is an opportunity to make sure NCI is “doing what is best for the American public”
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								Weeks before death from sarcoma, Norm Coleman reflected on his career in radiation oncology and addressing health disparities
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								FDA’s Harpreet Singh: Overall survival data tells the full story of immune checkpoint inhibitor benefit in NSCLC
Pooled analysis finds correlations between early endpoints and OS in ICI trials
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								Kathy Giusti’s “Fatal to Fearless” memoir tells the story of prevailing over multiple myeloma
Book offers 12 steps to beating cancer in a broken medical system
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Contributors
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										Nina Wendling
						The global health contributions of Norm Coleman
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										Tanja Obradovic, PhD
						How to navigate early clinical development and support robust registrational strategy and late-stage development in oncology
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										Robert A. Winn, MD
						Population scientist Monica Baskin is the “Jackie Robinson” of cancer center deputy directors
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										Robert A. Winn, MD
						Before her legendary career at NIH, Vivian Pinn was the second Black woman to graduate from UVA med school
As a student, the first director of the NIH Office of Research on Women’s Health helped desegregate Charlottesville
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Trending Stories
	With reduced FY24 funding, NCI prepares to make cuts
	How Beth Carner went from six weeks left to live with stage 4 colon cancer to complete remission
	In 1971, Chris Lundy had minute odds of survival. He is now the longest living BMT recipient at the Hutch
	OHSU Knight Cancer Institute splits leadership role in two: (1) CEO and (2) center director
Seven NCI-designated centers believe the top job is too big for one person
	NCI maintains paylines for early-stage investigators, cuts funding for other R01s and noncompeting grants in FY24
	Rathmell: A tough budget is an opportunity to make sure NCI is “doing what is best for the American public”
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			The Cancer Letter is an independent weekly news publication and the leading source for information on the issues that shape oncology.
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